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Casablanca Product Documentation and Manuals Sell Casablanca Ceiling Fans Online since 2001. As Casablanca has been undergoing major changes in platform and technology since 2012/2013, some of this information is becoming increasingly difficult to find, especially for older/discontinued products. Here is a
collection of useful reference materials that we have collected over the years. Please send us any feedback or let us know if we can be of any help with your Casablanca products. WARNING: Many Casablanca controls look very similar or identical. However, they are not the same. Similar controls are not compatible with
each other. The model referred #s below must be exactly the same. Newer controls are not backward compatible with older controls. And older controls are not compatible with new ones. W-32 &amp; W-33 Inteli-Touch 2 Wall Control TransmitterInteli-Touch 2 fans have a model #s that ends with the letter T. For
example: 6645TS W-32 &amp; W-33 wall controls supplied with all Inteli-Touch 2 fans as standard. The W-32 is for single light fans and the W-33 is for fans with double light (up-light and down-light)Installation and operation manualtechnical manualservice manualwiring diagrams W-42 &amp; W-43 Versa-Touch Hand-
held Remote Control TransmitterVersa-Touch fans have model #s, which ends with the letter V. For example: 6645VW-42 is for single light fans and W-43 is for fans with double light (up-light and down-light)Installation and operation ManualInstallation, operation, &amp; service manual Manual W-505 Prime-Touch
Manual Remote Control TransmitterAdvan-Touch fans have a model #s, which ends with the letter H. For example: C21G45HInstallation and operating manualW-505 Reset Procedures W-62 &amp; W-63 Advan-Touch Manual remote control transmitterAdvan-Touch fans have a model #s that ends with the letter A. For
example: 6645AW-62 is for one light fans and the W-63 is for fans with double light (up-light and down-light)Installation and operating manualW-62 &amp; W-63 Reset Procedures W-64 &amp; W-65 Inteli-Touch 3 Hand-held Remote Control TransmitterInteli-Touch 3 fans have model #s , which ends with the letter Z. For
example: 6645ZW-64 &amp; W-65 were optional remote controls made for Inteli-Touch 3 fans that came standard with the wall control. The W-65 is for single light fans and the W-64 is for fans with double light (up-light and down-light)Installation and Operation Manual W-72 &amp; W-73 Versa-Touch 2 Manual Remote
Control TransmitterVersa-Touch 2 fans have a model #s that ends with the letter M. For example: 4645MW-72 is for fans with one light and W-73 is for fans with double light a dole-light)W-72 Inštalačný a prevádzkový manuálW-72 &amp; W-73 Inštalácia, prevádzka, &amp; Servisná príručkaW-72 &amp; W-73 W-73
Procedures W-84 &amp; W-85 Inteli-Touch 3 Wall Control TransmitterInteli-Touch 3 fans have a model #s which ends with the letter Z. For example: 6645ZS W-84 &amp; W-85 wall controls supplied with all Inteli-Touch 3 fans as standard. The W-85 is for single-light fans and the W-84 is for dual-light fans (up-light and
down-light)W-84 Installation and Operation ManualW-85 Installation and Operation Manual today, most ceiling fans come with remote control, and it's a convenient way to use them. But it's really frustrating when it stops working. Isn't that right? I had this experience when my house was full of guests and my ceiling
remote fan stopped working completely. I've tried different settings, switch settings, but nothing seems to work to fix my ceiling fan remote control allowing anyone to change their fan settings remotely. However, these remotes often fail for a variety of reasons. Here's a simple guide on how to restore the remote ceiling
fan. Our recommended ceiling fans What do I need to reset the ceiling fan remote control? You don't need a fancy toolkit to reset your fan remote control, and you'll find everything you need at home. Once you have everything, you can start your project. Here are the basic tools that you will need to reset the fan: Remote
We recommend 1. Changing fan frequency settings The fan may stop working properly for several reasons, such as when the frequency settings and remote control are not synchronized. You can pair them again by changing the frequency settings to start the fan. Follow these steps: Turn off the fan and unplug it. This
way you will avoid the risk of being electrocuted or grounded. With a ladder step, reach for the fan. Using a screwdriver, remove the screws from the fan canopy and carefully remove the receiver. Be sure to hold the screws aside and not lose it. Handle the receiver with care because you change the settings here. Locate
the draught switch settings on the receiver and set a new combination. Use the buttons and slide it up or down to create a unique combination and take note,Once you are satisfied with the new combination, return the receiver to the fan and make sure you screw the canopy safely. Remove the battery on the fan remote
control. Inside you will find a dip switch for the remote control where you will need to enter the same combination that you used on the receiver. Replace the battery cover and plug it into the power supply. After you have successfully changed the fan frequency settings, the remote control should work again. iStockphoto
2. Resetting the remote control Reset remote settings is easy and requires only a few simple steps. hunter fan remote reset is guided by the same steps, so the solution Simple. Turn the fan using the dedicated remote controlUse 30 seconds before turning the turn Fan. Hold down the off button for 10 seconds. 3. Start
pairing the fan Pairing fan and remote control is easy and takes a few simple steps. Disconnect the fan from the power supply and wait two minutes before plugging it back in. Hold the light button and the remote control fan at the same time during these minutes. When you take the steps correctly, you will see flashing
lights and the fan will start to rotate slowly. How to tell if your ceiling fan is remote or the receiver is broken? If you've already tried the above steps and it still doesn't work, then something might be wrong with either your fans remote or receiver. You can find out where the problem lies in these steps: If you have a
replacement remote control for the fan, synchronize it with the combination on the receiver. If it works, then you will know that your remote control is not working. If your replacement remote control doesn't work, both the fan receiver and the remote control might not work. The benefits of resetting your fan There are many
advantages to resetting the fan, and you are able to maximize its full recovery. When you've had your fan for a long time, it's likely that its airflow isn't as strong as when you first use it. It could be because it's now running in the opposite direction or it's not getting the right power supply. By resetting it, you can restore it to
function the first time you use it and correct the fan direction. Resetting the ceiling fan remote control is easy and you don't have to panic yet. The first thing you should do is check if its batteries are still working. Second, make sure you get enough power. And also do not forget to regularly clean the fan. First: if your
control system is running on battery power, replace the batteries located in the remote control or wall control. Casablanca fans have accounted for several different control systems over the years. You'll need to know the fan model number to determine your next step. The fan model number is located on the sticker at the
top of the fan motor housing. If the fan is a low profile fan, the model number sticker will be on the mounting bracket. Below is a list of the fan number of the ending and the corresponding fan control system. If the fan model number ends with one of these letters, there is a re-setting procedure that sometimes restores the
control function. To access the instructions for resetting the fan settings, click one of the links below (the letter at the end of your fan's model name):. If your fan model number doesn't end in the letters above, or you've already tried the re-set procedure without success, you need to talk to an independent service center
that specializes in repairing the Casablanca fan. There is a fee for their services, but they are your option for fan repair. Their contact details are listed below. If you would like to new fan of Casablanca, please call us at 1-888-227-2178. Skip to main content It shows 1-6 of 6 responses If you are replacing the existing w-
62 remote control, it should work with the fan. You need to be sure that the small switches in the battery compartment are set just like your old remote control. If you don't currently have a remote control, you should talk to Casa Blanca about the right remote control for your fan model. m&amp;m · August 28, 2013 Do you
find this helpful? | Report abuse I'm looking for this remote control. I know this question is from 7 years ago. Any recommendations? I can't turn off the fan. Also, if you have this remote control just wonder what you numbers are set to. Thanks for any feedback JVIP · September 5th, 2020 Do you find this helpful? | To
report abuse I bought this remote control for a customer who had the same type. I was also worried about whether it would work. After receiving it there were a couple of programs that needed to be done and it works well. I believe these were unlimited fans that sold and included the phone # in the package to help
program it. George M. · August 29, 2013 Do you find it helpful? | Managing the misuse of the w62 remote should work with the fan if it looks like what you used before, and you're just replacing it. You could also search for fan fixes in your area and ask them. The problem I had with my fan seemed like it was a remote
control, but there was a sensor problem. My original remote was looking previously worn out so I got a new one, but I had to take off the fan and get the electronics repaired to get it to work. It was still cheaper than buying a new one. I hope this helps Gary · On August 29, 2013 1 of 1 found it useful. Do you? | The
message of misuse of this remote control is the same that I bought and only works some of the time and it's unpredictable when it will. The off and enter button works best by holding it longer than the original button. I found that when I turn it off it will reset and speed control will work. If I had to do more than I would still
buy, they use an electrician to see what the other problems are. Susan S. · August 28, 2013 Do you find this helpful? | Report abuse The first thing I would do is replace the batteries in the remote control unit. If you test it again after installing new batteries, if it still doesn't work properly, purchase a new remote control.
Before you throw the bad away, open it and make a note of how the dip switches are set, and then set them exactly the same once you get a new one. You should not hire an electrician for this problem. Joe B · On August 28, 2013 1 of 1 found it useful. Do you? | Report abuse
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